
Sit-Stand Desks

ILS Sit-Stand Desk 

Switch from standing to sitting with ease. The ILS Sit-Stand Desk lets you adjust your 
working position as needed, helping to avoid problems caused by prolonged sitting.

The strong, reliable 
sit-stand desk, 
offering superior 
leg room.

Soft White

What makes ILS Sit-Stand Desks 
unique?
Making the move to sit-stand desks can bring 
significant health benefits to your workforce. 
Adapt’s ILS Sit-Stand Desks are cleverly 
designed with the support beam at the back, 
providing extra strength whilst offering more 
leg room than traditional sit-stand desks. 

With options to customise your desk by shape 
(straight or corner), width, colour and finish, 
you can choose the perfect ergonomic desk 
solution for your business.

The desks also use SafeSense™ technology, 
a unique, anti-pinch technology that detects 
collisions before they happen, helping to 
create a safer workplace.



Key benefits:
• Improved focus and concentration 
• Ergonomic design promotes health and        

well-being
• Flexibility to adjust your working position to     

suit each task 
• SafeSense technology helps avoid trapped fingers 

and other safety hazards
• Can be customised to your environment
• More leg room than traditional desks
• Memory function stores settings for multiple 

users – ideal for hot desking environments
• Future proof design

Key features:
• Easy-to-use electronic power button
• Transitions from sit-stand position and vice-versa 
• Available in four standard widths (1200mm, 

1400mm, 1600mm and 1800mm)
• Recessed horizontal support beam offers 
        maximum space under the desk
• Straight and corner desks available
• Feet can be adjusted to add stability to   

uneven flooring
• Supports all your technology needs
• Includes unique SafeSense anti-collision   

technology for added safety

Worksurface height can be adjusted between a range of 609.6mm-1270mm/24”-50” (from the 
floor), to create comfortable working positions for people of virtually any height. 

Cable spine and cable basket keep wires tidy and easy to access.

Recessed horizonal support beam adds strength whilst increasing usable space under the desk.

Strong, sturdy legs can support weight of up to 100kg (2 leg / straight desk) or 150kg 
(3 leg / corner desk).
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Adapt UK Ltd
Unit 11 Stratus Park
Brudenell Drive, Brinklow 
Milton Keynes, MK10 0DE

+44 (0) 1327 855 833

infouk@adaptergonomics.com

www.adaptergonomics.com

Superior products

Every Adapt product is made from the 
highest quality materials and goes through 
rigorous testing before it becomes available 
on the market. That’s why all Adapt 
manufactured products come with a lifetime  
guarantee, giving you peace of mind.

Adapt aftercare 

Research shows that to achieve the full 
benefits from ergonomic products,  
employees should be trained to use them 
properly. As part of our service, training is 
available to ensure you make the most of 
your furniture and accessories.

Environmental design

At Adapt we carefully consider 
environmental factors in every stage of 
our product cycle. This includes selecting 
environmentally friendly materials during 
design, manufacturing, packaging and 
shipping.

Adapt ILS Sit-Stand Desks now come with 
SafeSense™ proximity sensing technology 
as standard. 

SafeSense detects a possible collision 
before it occurs.  If a hazard is detected 
during motion, an alarm sounds to notify 
the user and the movement cuts-out, 
until the obstruction is removed.  

This helps reduce injuries such as trapped 
fingers and prevents collisions with 
objects above or below the desk such as 
monitors or drawers.

BlackWhitePlatinum

Standard leg colours:

Standard worktop finishes:

Custom

GreyWhite Oak effect Walnut

The digital controller can be used to memorise up to three user 
positions, making it easy to accommodate multiple users.

Create a safer workplace


